Effect of viscous additives on drug absorption from the liver surface in rats using phenol red as a model.
The purpose of this study is to obtain information that can be used to improve controlled release and residence time of drugs on the liver surface. Using carboxymethylcellulose sodium salt (CMC-Na) and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), we examined the effect of viscous formulations on the absorption of phenol red as a model. In the presence of 3% CMC-Na or 15% PVA, the maximum plasma concentration of phenol red decreased after application to the rat liver surface using a cylindrical glass cell. The absorption ratios in 6 h calculated from the remaining amount of phenol red in the glass cell were 68.6, 60.5 and 48.7% (control: 73.1%) in the presence of 1 or 3% CMC-Na and 15% PVA, respectively. As a result of the reduction in the absorption ratio, the amount of phenol red excreted into the bile and urine in 6 h was decreased by the addition of the viscous additives. The decrease in absorption rate was characterized by a pharmacokinetic analysis of the plasma concentration profile. The change in absorption rate differed between the viscous additives, reflecting the result of the in vitro release experiment. Accordingly, the possibility that the drug absorption rate from the liver surface can be altered by viscous additives was suggested to have a promising prospect for therapeutic use.